A Typical Day of Instruction: Days 2–5
Introduction

This guide discusses instruction on Days 2–5 with Opening the World
of Learning, or OWL.
It reviews each of the lessons taught on Days 2–5 as well as Center
Time, small group, and whole group lessons. This guide also explains
how to Wrap Up Your Week on Day 5.
Viewing the tutorial for Typical Day of Instruction: Day 1 on this Web
site is recommended before continuing.

Getting Started

The following goes through each lesson that is taught on Day 2. Then,
it focuses on the lesson features unique to Days 3–5.
The lessons are reviewed in the order that they appear in the
Teacher’s Guide, but the order can change to meet the needs of the
class. For example, to teach the Math Circle lesson a little earlier in
the day, switch it with Science & Social Studies Circle or Story Time.
Be consistent about starting each day with the Morning Meeting and
ending with Wrap Up Your Day.

Day 2

Every day, Days 1–5, starts with the Morning Meeting.

After Morning Meeting, move on to the Literacy Circle lesson to
develop oral language, phonological awareness, and alphabet
knowledge. Review the Concept Words that were introduced on Day 1.
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Then, it is on to Center Time and the Small Groups Lesson. Just like
Day 1, as the teacher leads small group instruction, other children visit
centers throughout the classroom.
After Center Time and Small Groups, move on to the Story Time
lesson. Day 2 is the second read of the Trade Book started on Day 1.
Follow the Higher Order Thinking Routine Card to Preview, Read, and
Discuss.

Now it is time for the Science & Social Studies Circle lesson. This
lesson varies each day and may include a science demonstration,
shared writing, or an activity that relates to a selection read earlier in
the week.
Math Circle is next. The Day 2 Math Circle lesson follows a similar
routine as Day 1. Introduce the day’s topic, Model and Guide Practice,
and then lead students as they apply what they have learned
independently.
To follow the full-day schedule, use the Extend Your Day lesson.
Day 2 ends with the Wrap Up Your Day lesson. Begin with an Alphabet
Knowledge review. Next, Connect to Literature using this week’s Trade
Book and finish with a preview of Day 3.
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Day 3

Remember that OWL provides teachers with one literacy lesson and
one math lesson for each day’s Small Groups instruction. During Day 3,
the Small Groups literacy lesson includes a built-in progress monitoring
assessment to assess whether or not the students are on track for
success in Kindergarten. The If…then statements and Personalized
Practice help teachers support students as they learn new skills.

The Small Groups lesson is followed by Story Time. Day 3 is the first
reading of a selection from the Read More About It Book. Just like Day
1, use the appropriate Story Time Card to plan the first reading. Then,
follow the Vocabulary & Comprehension Routine to Preview, Read, and
Discuss the story.
Once again, the day ends with Wrap Up Your Day. On Day 3, review
Oral Vocabulary and Math concepts before finishing with a preview of
Day 4.

Day 4

The Day 4 Literacy Circle lesson includes a Spiral Review, to practice
skills covered in previous weeks.
The Small Groups lesson is next. The Day 4 literacy lesson once again
includes a built-in progress monitoring assessment.
After the Small Groups lesson, it is on to the Story Time lesson. On
Day 4, lead the class through a second reading of the Read More
About It selection that the class read on Day 3. During this lesson,
also review the Amazing Words introduced throughout the week. The
What’s My Word? game makes the review fun and interactive.

The Math Circle lesson on Day 4 has a different focus than on Days
1–3. Day 4, reviews concepts that students explored the previous
week.
During the Wrap Up Your Day lesson, review Oral Vocabulary and
Science, Connect to Literature, and Preview Day 5.
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Day 5

Finish the week with Day 5 lessons.
During the Day 5 Literacy Circle lesson, review the week’s Concept
Words, and then assess students using the information in the Monitor
Progress box. Reference the Monitor Progress Plan to determine which
children to call on this week. Using this plan helps to ensure that the
teacher is checking in with all students at various points throughout
the unit.

End the Literacy Circle lesson with a shared reading of this unit’s Big
Book.
Then it is time for the Small Group Lesson. On Day 5, the math lesson
includes built-in progress monitoring.
Story Time is next. During the Day 5 lesson, lead a third reading of
this week’s Trade Book. Follow the steps in the Reread and Retell
routine. Then, review the Amazing Words and play What’s My Word?
After the review, assess students using the information in the Monitor
Progress box. Check the Monitor Progress Plan. Story Time ends with a
shared or interactive writing activity.
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Bring the week to a close with the Wrap Up Your Week lesson. Begin
by revisiting the Question of the Week. Filling out a graphic organizer
with students will help to further review the weekly concept. Next, play
the review game with students so they have a chance to demonstrate
their understanding of the concept. And, finally, finish Day 5 with a
preview of next week.

Review

This guide discussed the lessons specific to Days 2–5. It explained how
each day includes Center Time, small group, and whole group lessons.
It also discussed how to Wrap Up Your Week on Day 5.
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